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i used to run windows 8.1 and windows 10 on my surface pro 3, and i am about to make the switch to ubuntu 16.04. i
have been running linux for a while now, but i will admit that i had a lot of problems with it until i got it configured the

way i wanted it to be, but now that i have it working the way i want it, i will probably stick with it. i am not a casual linux
user, but i can see linux being a great alternative. it might not be for everyone, but i think its a great idea. i am looking

forward to the new windows. i will give it a shot on my laptop and see what happens. i use my laptop for work and i think
its important that i have the os that i use for work. i want to be comfortable with it. i am running windows 7 ultimate and
i love it. i am happy with my windows system as it is. i use the desktop and laptop. i also have a tablet (ipad 2) and i like
what it can do. i do not use windows 8.1, or 10 for tablets. i hate them. i use the ipad for most of what i use my computer

for. i am not a power user, but i am capable. i have been using windows since it was windows 1.0 and i have gone
through all of the previous versions. i am not a new user to windows. i am open to the new os. i would give it a try. i do
not mind if i switch. i will be sure to do an in depth research on the new os before i make the switch. hello,i am new to

using this forum, my previous knowledge was mostly acquired through other methods, i am a computer technician for a
large discount electronics store and we sell some computer systems. i am not sure how to word this but i have been a

long time windows user, i think i have used windows since windows 1.0 was released in 1989 and i have seen the
evolution of windows from the bad old days to the better days with windows 10.
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dear scylla, this is why before installing windows 10, i used acronis true image 2013 to create a full backup of the
partition of my windows 7. once i had my backup, i installed windows 10 professional. fresh install. not an upgrade. then i
began to play with it and see how it could be useful to me. less than 2 weeks later after giving it much thought, i decided
it is not worth it. it is more complex, confusing, and does not do good in work flow. windows 10 is an improvement. it is
fast, it has a nice interface for people who dont want to mess with it, and for those people who want to mess with it, it is
easy enough to do so. the user interface has been made more like the old windows rather than the new metro. its also
not quite as resource heavy as the new windows. microsoft have taken away some functionality, such as that the start
menu can no longer be used for more than two apps. windows 10 is not a major improvement over windows 7, but a

minor one. for those that dont want to spend the time messing with it, windows 10 is a nice improvement over windows
7. for those that want to mess with it, there are new features and the feature set is more similar to that of windows 7

than that of windows 8. as a tech user, i like some of the changes in windows 10, such as the ability to easily adjust the
amount of memory that is used by the os. while the big update to me was the speech recognition. i was able to stop

cortana from activating automatically. this is a big upgrade from windows 8. in fact, in my opinion, the biggest upgrade
to windows 10 is the speech recognition. cortana only works in the united states, so i simply disabled cortana on my

account. while cortana is a great voice recognition tool, it simply does not work for me. though it does have a few quirks
(for example, it doesnt always pick up my accent correctly), it is a useful tool. 5ec8ef588b
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